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Dear friends,

We are pleased to share with you WSKG’s Annual Report to the Community.

When we reflect on the achievements presented in the following pages, it’s clear that WSKG’s story begins with you.

You deserve the best programming possible. Programming that isn’t driven by commercial interests. Programming that celebrates the diversity and creativity of our unique communities and makes you proud to support your local public media station, WSKG.

Together, we’ve accomplished so much this past year. With the help of community partners, we produced a number of programs that addressed local topics of interest such as early childcare education, area graduation rates, unemployment in the Southern Tier, and regional politics. Our content teams researched and produced programs in specific interest areas of history, arts, news, science, and education. Local news coverage increased; we hired a managing editor for the newsroom and saw a record number of contributions by WSKG news to NPR news magazines. And in this ever-changing world of media, WSKG embraced the future of technology and is now poised to deliver the content you want, how and when you want it.

We’re very proud to be part of a community that generously invests in public media. Our members and partners make it possible for WSKG to provide the very best public media service possible. Thank you.

With gratitude,

Brian Sickora
President & CEO

Katherine A. Fitzgerald, Esq.
Board Chairperson
At WSKG we strongly value:

Diversity: in opinion, thought and culture.

Creativity and Innovation: in thinking, programming, and content development.

Integrity: in how we conduct our business, in the programming we create.

Courage: to be different, accept failure, to take a stand.

Transparency: to open the activities of the station to public inquiry.

Accountability: in all our actions.

Open Mindedness: in how we approach issues and opinions.

Responsiveness: to community interests, needs, and new ideas.

These values help us to clearly define our mission as an organization serving our community.

MISSION

Guided by your aspirations, WSKG serves to inspire with the highest quality educational programming, explore the arts, culture and heritage of the region and beyond, engage in thoughtful consideration of news and issues of importance, and entertain with the very best in multimedia programming.

VISION

WSKG: striving to be your trusted partner, enriching the lives of the people and communities we serve.

VALUES

At WSKG we strongly value:

Diversity: in opinion, thought and culture.

Creativity and Innovation: in thinking, programming, and content development.

Integrity: in how we conduct our business, in the programming we create.

Courage: to be different, accept failure, to take a stand.

Transparency: to open the activities of the station to public inquiry.

Accountability: in all our actions.

Open Mindedness: in how we approach issues and opinions.

Responsiveness: to community interests, needs, and new ideas.

These values help us to clearly define our mission as an organization serving our community.
WSKG covers 21 counties in New York and Pennsylvania. WSKG and WSQX Radio are available for online live streaming 24/7 via WSKG.org, and our locally-produced radio shows are available online on-demand. You can access WSKG and WSQX Radio on your mobile device via the free NPR News app. Many of WSKG TV Original Productions are available via WSKG.org, YouTube and the WSKG Video Portal, video.WSKG.org.

WSKG seeks educational, social, and cultural concerns to address through public media in cooperation with others, and does so through the Community Advisory Board (CAB), featuring listeners and viewers from various communities in WSKG’s coverage area.

MEMBERS OF THE WSKG CAB

Carolyn Adam
Percy Browning
Bruce Cameron
Ron Cappiello
Melissa Collins
Dave Currie
Dr. David Dinhofer
Charles Gilinsky
Margaret Goodfellow
Brad Grainger
Harry Graves
Sally Grubb
Tom Heitz
Julie Huntsman
Greg Jenkins
Adrian Kuzminski
Peter Masse
Stacy McCabe
Albert Millus
Elizabeth Mount
Brian Wetzel
Quality Programs for an Extraordinary Community
WSKG is home to favorites such as *Masterpiece: Downton Abbey*, *Antiques Roadshow*, *Nova*, *American Experience*, *PBS Newshour*, *Morning Edition*, *All Things Considered* and an outstanding line-up of award-winning kids’ programming. WSKG is equally proud to bring you the best locally produced programs – arts programs that feature the variety and richness of artistic talent and cultural experiences in the Southern Tier; history programs that tell the fascinating stories about our region and the people who helped to shape our neighborhoods; informative, local news reports from our Vestal-based newsroom; and programs that work directly with youth to help them understand the value of an education. WSKG’s studio welcome hundreds of community members into our studio for live performances and screening events of local and national productions.
Expressions celebrated its 8th season with an array of back-to-back in-studio live performances that included an incredibly diverse group of musicians who are a testament of the talented individuals who work and live in our Upstate New York and Northeast Pennsylvania communities. The season started on November 6th with an exciting live broadcast performance by Ithaca’s moxy music band The Blind Spots and on November 13th, young classical pianist from Cortland, Emmanuel Sikora offered our audience a repertoire of his own short compositions called Miniatures. The Sim Redmond band performed high energy Afro-Caribbean roots music to a packed studio that aired on November 20th. On May 7th, WSKG aired a special presentation of The Sultana, a musical journey produced by Jeff Stachyra. Inspired by the historical event, on the 150th anniversary of the steamboat tragedy, WSKG’s one-hour special included over thirty local musicians and performers who paid tribute to the soldiers who lost their lives in the wake of the Civil War. The season culminated with an exquisite classical piano performance by Belarussian-born American pianist Olga Krayterman who delighted our studio audience with compositions by J.S Bach, F. Liszt, F. Chopin and A. Scriabin. WSKG welcomed more than 300 people into our studio for these one-of-a-kind live music performances.

Let’s Polka
The 5th season of Let’s Polka with host Bill Flynn featured an exciting line-up of upcoming as well as established Polka bands, musicians who traveled from all corners of our coverage area and beyond. Polka Quads from Steelton, Pennsylvania; Joe Weber Band from Pittsburgh; Tony’s Polka Band from Albany; Piatkowski Brothers from Syracuse; and The Polka Brothers from New York City. The “Dance Cam” captures the excitement of Polka Club members as they enjoy the performance and Polka to some of their favorites!

Classical Music Interviews with Bill Snyder
Bill Snyder interviews some of the most important personalities in the genres of classical music and opera within our coverage area and beyond. Interviews were conducted with representatives from the following organizations: Binghamton Community Orchestra, Catskill Choral Society, Cayuga Vocal Ensemble, Binghamton Philharmonic, Ithaca Community Choruses, Madrigal Choir of Binghamton, Cantata Singers of Elmira, Tri-Cities Opera, Roxbury Arts Group, Cooperstown Summer Music Festival, Geneva Music Festival, Cornell Savoyards, Binghamton University Orchestra and Chorus, Ithaca Free Concerts, Goodwill Theatre, Geneva Concerts, among others. Bill interviewed more than 50 artists, offering those tuning in a chance to learn more about their favorite conductor or upcoming performance.
**Artist Café Interviews**

*Artist Café* is a newly created half-hour radio show hosted by Crystal Sarakas and Bill Snyder. Each week, the program showcases an expansive variety of local artists working in all mediums. Interviews were conducted with visual artists, performers, filmmakers from arts organizations, theaters, galleries, events such as: Know Theatre, SRO Productions, Half-Light Theatre, Theatron Productions, Chenango River Theatre, West Kortright Center, Cherry Valley Artworks, Rockwell Museum, Arts of the Southern Finger Lakes, Rod Serling Video Festival, Roberson Museum and Science Center, Bundy Museum, Hangar Theatre, Kitchen Theatre, Orazio Salati Gallery, Cooperative Gallery, Binghamton Summer Youth Musical Theatre, Homecoming Players, Finger Lakes Musical Theatre Festival, Ithaca Out Loud, and Porch Fest, among others. *Artist Café* connects the community to an abundance of creative talent and cultural events taking place throughout our towns.

---

**Cultural Partnerships**

WSKG Arts developed new partnerships with the Roy H. Park School of Communications at Ithaca College Visual Journalism and Field Production, The Binghamton Film Initiative (BFI), and SUNYWIDE Film Festival. In collaboration with these institutions, we offered feedback to emerging filmmakers and in return acquired permission to use their visual materials as content for TV interstitials and web content. WSKG Arts continues to nurture and strengthen our partnership with The Corning Museum of Glass through the acquisition of locally made production, *Artist-in-Residence*, and the in-house interview and production of promotional piece featuring internationally renown artists the Lad Brothers in celebration of the opening of the museum’s new exhibitions wing. WSKG hosted local arts organization Memory Makers, which provides a cultural experience for people who live with memory loss, and welcomed the community for screenings of Masterpiece series *Poldark, Indian Summers, and Downton Abbey.*

---

**Arts and Culture Shorts**

*Arts and Culture Shorts* is WSKG’s exciting new way of highlighting the distinct stories behind some of the most extraordinary local talents, world-class institutions and all that is quirky and artsy that make upstate New York so unique. The stories aired on TV and are also available on-demand and on WSKG.org. Some of the local artists featured include: jazz singer from Corning Sharada Shahidhar, pottery artist from Ithaca Tomas Black, The Phoenix Players Theater group for the Auburn penitentiary, glass artist from Owego Frank Bocek, metal sculptor from Richfield Springs Amy Tavern, Norwich singer Kaitlyn Jackson, and events such as Grassroots, Glimmerglass, and many more. In addition, through a recent partnership with Ithaca College, students from the school of communications provide WSKG’s Arts with short arts segments from their area.

---

**Sip and Swirl**

*Sip and Swirl* is a mini series that tells the collective stories of the people and winemaking culture that compose the unique terroir of the Finger Lakes region. The series aired in the month of September of 2014, and it is also available on-demand at WSKG.org. Featured wineries and vineyards include: Cayuga Lake, Montezuma Winery, Bellwether Hard Cider, Keuka Lake’s Bully Hill Vineyards, Pleasant Valley Wine Company, Hunt Country Vineyards, Seneca Lake’s Damiani Wine Cellars, Wagner Vineyards, and Hazlitt 1852 Vineyards.
Local History comes to Life

This past year WSKG History released the first 72 videos of our *Uniquely New York* video series. Made with the support of New York’s I Love New York and Path Through History initiatives, each video highlights a different museum, park, or other historic destination within our viewing area and can be found through an interactive map on the WSKG.org.

WSKG History premiered *Class of the Century*, a new local history documentary from award winning filmmaker Brian Frey. The film explores the lasting impact of the GI Bill on higher education through the voices of historians and members of Cornell’s 1950 alumni.

History fans are in for a treat! WSKG launched two new digital series. *Haunted History* examined many of the ghost stories that surround historic locations across our viewing area, including Elmira College, Roberson Museum and Science Center, and Hyde Hall. *Timeless Toys* is a fun look at the stories behind classic American toys like Marx Playsets and Lincoln Logs, and locally produced toys like Manoil toy soldiers.

On April 15, WSKG hosted a presentation sponsored by the Broome County Historical Society on the life of former Heavy Weight Boxing Champion Jack Sharkey. WSKG Director of History and Heritage Brian Frey and local thespian Bill Gorman performed a live dramatic recreation of some of Sharkey’s most colorful moments from his 12-year boxing career. More than 170 people attended the event that was held in the WSKG television studio.
WSKG News saw tremendous successes in 2015. A managing editor joined our growing news team, solidifying WSKG’s commitment to be our community’s source for trusted local, regional, national, and international news.

With the support of community partners and funding from the Community Foundation of South Central New York, the news team covered the early childcare and education issues for the First Five project. Included were a series of in-depth reports and call-in programs that examined early childhood education in our community. WSKG education reporter Solvejg Wastvedt reported on the disappearance of in-home childcare in Tioga Counties, on trends in the distribution of state funds to school districts for the implementation of Pre-K programs, and on the financial challenges faced by childcare facilities and their educators. In addition, WSKG News produced a three-part series of call-in programs on the issue of early childhood education, and assisted in staging an August summit on the issues, conducted in our studios and involving some of our communities’ top education and political leaders.

WSKG also launched a website dedicated almost exclusively to local and regional news, WSKGnews.org. We saw tremendous interest in stories about medical marijuana, the Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant, and the New York 52nd State Senate Special Election. In addition, WSKG developed WSKGvotes.org, which reported on election results from around our service area. Thousands of residents took advantage of the service.

The WSKG News team was honored for its journalism with awards from the New York Associated Press and the nation’s Public Radio News Directors, Inc. (PRNDI). On the 60th anniversary of the Allied Invasion of Normandy, producer Crystal Sarakas interviewed a Binghamton native who fought on that day as a paratrooper. Sarakas was awarded a 2nd place award for Soft Feature, in the small newsrooms category, by PRNDI. Earning a 2nd place prize for News Feature from PRNDI was Monica Sandreczki and the WSKG News team for her contribution to our Collapsing Communities series. Both reporters and stories were also honored by New York’s Associated Press.

“I absolutely cannot live without my NPR. I love it, I look forward to it every day. Your fund drives really do work.”

Julie
WSKG Member
Otego, NY
"I listen everyday on the way to work and in the afternoon on the way home. WSKG is my partner in the garden; I can’t imagine life without it. Your efforts are very much appreciated."

Dudley
WSKG Member
Genoa, NY
WSKG leveraged national science content and localized it to fit our community’s needs through a number of screenings and outreach events. WSKG partnered with the Schorr Family Firehouse Stage to offer a screening of *Sid the Science Kid* for more than 200 families. Pre-service teachers from Binghamton University School of Education assisted WSKG staff to offer hands-on science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) activities for families before and after the screenings.

WSKG partnered with Roberson Museum and Science Center to host a screening of *First Peoples*, a global detective story, featuring new fossil finds and the latest genetic research. One hundred people attended the screening and panel discussion at the museum. Panelists included members from both the Binghamton University’s Department of Anthropology and School of Education; Albert White, an American Indian artist and Mohawk Indian Heritage Lecturer; and SUNY Broome Biology Department. Through collaboration and engagement, WSKG was able to offer opportunities for our community to think critically about STEM topics and engage with local experts.

In partnership with Binghamton City Schools, WSKG expanded the *SciGirls* after-school program into five elementary schools within the district. This six-week program focused on engaging underserved girls in hands-on science and engineering activities while exposing them to careers in STEM fields through mentorship. Sixty-five girls participated in the district-supported program with discussions of expansion into the middle schools in the future. Students reported having an increased interest in both math and science after participating in the program and increased likelihood of pursuing a career in STEM. Parents reported positive feedback from their students during the program; students engaged parents in discussions of lessons learned, project design and overall interest in program participation.

“When my daughter came home from *SciGirls*, she did not give the usual, ‘nothing happened at school today’ speech. She was so excited about each activity and would share how she designed a parachute or how she discovered she has the gene to taste bitterness. She was excited about science and engaged, and I loved that about this program.”

Parent
Vestal, NY
Good to Know: Common Core Concepts for Parents

As schools in New York State shifted to new approaches to mathematics education, it became evident that parents and caregivers needed support as they tried to help their children with homework. WSKG collaborated with local Teacher Centers, exemplary math teachers, and families to develop an on-demand series titled Good to Know. This project supports at-home learning and in-classroom instruction at grades levels Pre-K, Kindergarten, and Grade 1 through twenty on-demand videos of foundational math concepts. The videos are hip, fun, and non-intimidating – encouraging learners to watch ‘as many times as you need’! Good to Know is available online, as an app, and at PBSLearningMedia.org.

WSKG Classroom Elements

In an effort to help youth think critically about our community, WSKG developed and published classroom guides based on Johnson and Watson local documentaries as well as our Path Through History shorts series. This project aligns with state and national learning standards for Social Studies. The multi-media project offers learners the opportunity to engage with video clips, audio, photographs, discussion questions and activities. WSKG classroom elements were also uploaded to PBSLearningMedia.org and utilized during teacher professional development workshops throughout the community.

Youth Media

WSKG’s efforts around engaging youth through media continued to boom during 2015! Working with four partner sites and dozens of middle and high school students, participants worked one on one with WSKG producers and reporters. Youth created multi-media projects focusing on topics such as hydraulic fracturing and graduation rates. Their reports were shared via WSKG platforms including web, social media, TV, and report. Additionally, WSKG opened its doors to the new Youth Media Lab, a space specifically designed for students.
Buddy the T-Rex of Dinosaur Train meets a true fan.
Welcome to our new fans!

This year, we welcomed more than 3,500 new fans on our social media profiles, increasing our cumulative social media reach by 34%. We hope you'll continue to connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, and beyond in the coming year.

WSKG & BEYOND

Bringing you educational materials, wherever you are!

Teachers have enjoyed over 100 new videos and classroom resources available now in the free PBS Learning Media website. Connect your students of all grade levels with regional history, basic math concepts and more when you visit the portal.

You're watching us!

You spent more than 1/4 of a million minutes watching our videos on YouTube this year – thank you!

We're proud to report 82% growth in time spent watching WSKG videos that feature the arts, culture, and history of our region. In addition you can now see 130 new videos in our video portal at video.WSKG.org. Peruse full-length documentaries from filmmaker Brian Frey, arts specials like Sip and Swirl featuring wineries in our region and get to know Common Core concepts with Good to Know. There's so much more — check it out today on your laptop or desktop, or in any free PBS app for your smartphone, tablet, or smart TV.

Good to Know

Want to help your children or grandchildren with their homework? We can help! Learn Common Core concepts for Pre-K through Grade 1 math using Good to Know, a free library of training videos that break down the new material in a fun and easy way. You can see the videos and other free resources online at WSKG.org/goodtoknow, or download the free app for iOS and Android and take it on the go!

NPR One

Have you used the new NPR One app? Hundreds of your neighbors have, and they're hearing the most recent news from WSKG with in-depth reporting on their smartphone. Download the free app to hear familiar voices from WSKG, plus the national and international news stories from NPR you rely on.

New WSKG.org

The new WSKG.org is here! Our new design brings you the best in news, arts, history, science, and youth-focused content on your computer or smartphone. Guided by community feedback and developed to give you the best experience however you connect with us, the new site will provide you with stories from our region, plus the broadcast scheduling and program information you need.

WSKGnews.org

Do you know where to revisit a news story you heard on WSKG? Visit WSKGnews.org from your computer or smartphone, and listen to (or read) it again. Check out top stories of the day, timely reporting and transparent coverage from the news source you trust. You’ll also find stories from our partner stations throughout New York and Pennsylvania and beyond, making WSKGnews.org a comprehensive source to stay informed about your community.

The Arts and News - right to your inbox.

Want to know what's happening in the arts community in our region? How about the day's top stories and in-depth reports? You can find it all in our two email newsletters launched this year. Our Arts eNewsletter brings you upcoming events, new videos from our Arts team, and tidbits from around the web that we love on the first of each month. The News eNewsletter sends information you need to know and stories you need to read three times a week. Sign up at WSKG.org today!
My little family relies on WSKG and PBS Kids. I’m happy to see my daughter exploring her world and learning along with her favorite characters. The PBS app is our best friend on long car rides. Having positive, educational content just a few taps away is a real lifesaver.

Jeremy
WSKG Member
Endwell, NY
WIOX, our community radio station in the Catskills, continued to strengthen ties with the WSKG family.

Highlights included illuminating on-air conversations about the importance of community media, two successful fundraising events—the WIOX A-Go-Go Dance Party on-air-online simulcast and Stealing All Transmissions cocktail party and panel discussion with industry celebrities (with our very own Charlie Compton on the panel!). And let’s not forget the numerous community volunteers who make wildly diverse community radio possible.

WIOX programs are all live and hosted by community volunteers, reflecting local interests, expertise, and talents.

A number of new programs debuted this past year.

• Peter Mayer’s Graffiti Dog Super Art Now! (Peter is a world-renowned graffiti artist)
• Ben “Jammwin’” Erickson’s Life’s Good So Far (Ben is in 8th grade)
• Leigh Melander’s Myth America (Leigh holds a PhD in mythology)
• Dwight Grimm’s Cinema with a Twist (Dwight is a movie buff and mixologist)
• TJ Turgeon’s Ear of the Hurricane (TJ is a retired bank president and former soul singer)
• Will Soter’s The Great Outdoors (Will is a professional bushwhacker and mountain hiker)
• Brit Hotaling’s Grassroots (Brit lives the local upstate music scene)
• Michael Knapp’s The Main Event (an extreme sports fan)
• Alan Reynold’s Radio Truck Stop (a local mechanic, Alan drove a big rig cross-country for decades)

Our partners value their community radio station. These organizations are at the heart of WIOX’s local collaborative spirit. They help spread the word about WIOX programs, provide information about local events, link to our website/stream, and contribute in other meaningful ways. The new relationships formed in 2015 are both budding and exciting.

• The Maurice D. Hinchey Catskill Interpretive Center
• The Catskill Mountain News
• The Mountain Eagle
• The Catskill Forest association
• The Alzheimer’s Association of Northeast New York
• Delaware County Chamber of Commerce
• Schoharie Dam Concerned Citizens
• Delaware County Public Health
• Otsego Northern Catskills BOCES-CROP

WIOX continues to foster relationships that help grow membership and partnership opportunities. Grants from The Alzheimer’s Association of NENY and The Catskill Forest Association; underwriting from the Catskill Center for Conservation and Development and The Catskill Mountain Foundation; and donations from listeners from New York City and north Jersey to Albany and points west joined our local listeners and contributing volunteers with their financial support.
In fiscal year 2015, WSKG’s operating budget (without depreciation expense) was $5,301,000. $2,612,000 (49%) of our total annual operating revenue comes directly from local contributions. Federal and State funding combine for $1,725,000 (33%) of revenue. Art, history, news, science, and youth programming, along with education and community outreach, accounted for 71% of WSKG’s expenses. Community outreach and upgrades to technology made it possible to provide underserved communities with enhanced public media services.

Revenue 2015

- Individual Support: 36%
- Business Support: 17%
- Foundation Support: 16%
- New York State Funding: 9%
- Federal CPB Funding: 14%
- Rental Income: 8%

Expenses 2015

- Education & Community Outreach: 48%
- TV, Radio & Online Programming: 16%
- Program Distribution & Infrastructure: 15%
- Fundraising: 10%
- Marketing & Promotion: 7%
- Finance and Admin: 4%
LEADERSHIP SOCIETY

WSKG Leadership Society Members are those who make WSKG a priority in their philanthropic giving and donate $1,000 or more annually.

$10,000+
Charlotte Cook • Franklin Conklin Foundation
Rev. Dr. Barbara and Mr. Joseph Renton • Rose C. Wadsworth

$5,000-$9,999
Steven and Beverly Beer • Charles Craig • Anonymous
Lawrence and Jenny Schorr • Anonymous • Gary and Kathe Vergason

$2,500-$4,999
Don and Bonita Beagell, Jr. • James and Terry Byrnes • Nellie Corson • Amy Dickinson
Clover M. Drinkwater • Judith Healey • Anonymous • Mike and Ann Lynn
Marie McKee and Robert Cole, Jr. • Richard J. Miller and Judith Stoikov
Tyrone and Crystal Muse • Lucinda Noble • Karen Peterson • Anonymous
Quentin and Sylvia Ross • Victor and Esther Rozen Foundation • Paul and Mary Smith
Anne D. Taft • Eugene and Carol Taren • Robert B. Thomas • Charles and Jane Walcott
LEADERSHIP SOCIETY

$1,000-$2,499

Anonymous • Sally and George Akel • Beth and Ronald Akel
Priscilla and Harold Ammerman • Toby and Libby Anderson • Anonymous • Anonymous
Anonymous • Caroline E. Basso and Justin Marchuska II • Janet and Donald Beal Joan
Bechhofer • Carol Beechy • Andra and Chuck Benson • Linda and Robert Biemer
Tom Billingsley and Edythe Shepard • Carolyn E. Blake • Anonymous • Donald Brister
Joel D. and Susan Brock • Deborah and Michael Bugline • Philip and Carol Cali
Paul and Diane Campbell • Denise and Paul Carroll • John W. Chaffee
Dipak and Rakiba Chowdhury • Jennifer and Alex Colvin
Dr. Kevin Coughlin and Dr. Mary Muse • Margaret and Richard Culver
George B. Cummings, II • Ernest Danforth • Janet Denman
Marjorie and Kamlesh Desai • Robert and Kris deVente • Joanne Dillon • Anonymous
The Arthur Foundation • Debby and Mark Epstein • Katherine A. Fitzgerald
James Flaws and Marcia Weber • Mr. and Mrs. David G. Flinn • Tessa Sage Flores Brian
and Lesley Frey • Anonymous • Anonymous • Martin Goller • James Gormley
Dr. Edward J. Grandt • Janet and David Grasso • Kirk and Penny Gregg
Julia A. Gregory • Ann and Paul Hager • Jonathan Harris and Gloria Block
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hogan • Anonymous • Anonymous
Dr. William Isbell and Dr. Judy Siggins • Amy Jacobson and Allen Grove
Jennifer Jensen • Alan and Barbara Jones • Jocelyn Mallet and Gerald E. Kadish
Anonymous • Gregory and Pamela Keeler • John M. and Marcella M. Keeler
Shirley W. Keller • Lawrence and Nancy Kiley • Sara and John H. King, Jr.
David and Linda Klingman • Rob and Joan Lacey • Dan and Mary Lapp • Anonymous
Dr. Terence M. and Mrs. Marcia E. Lenhardt • Bruce and Diane Lercher • Charles Lesko
Gregory Lesko • Edward and Karen Levene • Daniel Peter Loucks and Jennifer Loucks
Virginia Lovelace • Edward Machak • Ann and Steven Machlin
Peter W. and Ann W. Martin • Dave and Mary Barb Martin • David and Patricia Maule
John Yihong and Sofia Mauro • Kenneth McClane • Rita Melen
Elizabeth and Tim Mount • August and Joan Mueller • Barbara Mulhern • Anonymous
Chet and Joanne Niziolet • North Pond Foundation
Harry Nuckols and Mary Poplawski • Leo O’Connor • Stephanie and Luis Oceguera
William Oliver and Michael Willis • Jack and Mildred Palmer • Anonymous
Eugene E. and Judith C. Peckham • Linda and Steven Pope • David and Claudia Radin
Anonymous • Inge and Uwe Reichenbach • Anonymous • Anonymous
Kimberly Rothman • John W. and Eileen A. Sands • Anonymous • Amy Shapiro
Kate and Brian Sickora • Jenn and Glenn Small • Anonymous • Steven Smith
Donna L. Sokol • Duane and Mary Spilde • Anonymous
Jacqueline Stapleton and Peter Durham • Tom and Jan Strain
Kent and Heather Struck • Daniel Timmons • Sharon Todia and Peter Borgesen
Jill VanDewoestine • Gary and Patricia VanNostrand • Timothy Wachs
Doris and Peter Walsh • Cindy Westerman • Joseph and Maureen Wilson • Iona Wirls
Anonymous • Barbara A. (Mrs. Edward A.) Wolfson • Darryl Wood and Toby Wollin
Anonymous • In Memory of Seyna Bruskin
Legacy Circle Members choose to include WSKG in their estate planning. Planned gifts and gifts to WSKG’s endowment help sustain WSKG’s contribution to our community for future generations.

Jeff Bishop
Carl L. Bolberg
Alice Britenbaker
Gordon Brownlow
Christopher DiRienzo
Dories E. Edwards
D.M Edwards
Wes Emsberger
Katherine Fitzgerald
Ruth E. Gronros
Elisabeth Gross-Marks
Paul Ketchmer
Donald S. Jr. Law
Peter & Laura Mantius
David Mapes
Mark Ritter
John & Eileen Sands
Irene Siezant
Judith Wardell
Jean M. Warholic
Ardeen White
Shearman Winslow
Carol Young
Our thanks to the businesses and non-profit organizations that support WSKG.

ABC Oriental Rug & Carpet Cleaning
Alternatives Federal Credit Union
Ancient Wisdom Productions
Arnot-Ogden Medical Center
Artists' Open House
Arts Council of the Southern Finger Lakes
Arts in Bloom
Associates of Psychotherapy
Audio Classics
Baked Euphoria Cakes & Pastries
Balanced Resources
BaP Architectural Services
Belknap Lumber
Binghamton Community Orchestra
Binghamton Downtown Singers
Binghamton Theater Organ Society
Binghamton University Department of Public Administration
Binghamton University's Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering & Applied Science
Boyle Thompson Institute for Plant Research
Brewery Ommegang/Duval USA
Broome County Arts Council
Burke Pest Control, Inc
Cancer Resource Center of the Finger Lakes
Cantata Singers
Caselle Italian Imports
Catstills Choral Society
Catstills Symphony Orchestra
Cayuga Vocal Ensemble
Cedar Arts 171
Center for Technology and Innovation
Centerway Execucenter
Chemung Canal Trust Company
Chemung County Historical Society
Chemung Valley Montessori School
Chenango Arts Council
Chiang O'Brien Architects
Chians + Anderson Architects, PLLC
Chroma Café & Bakery
Cinematropolis
Classical Pianists of the Future
Clemens Center
Colorscape Chenango
Community Arts Center
Community Arts Center Williamsport
Community Arts Partnership
Community Bank, N.A.
Community Foundation Elmira
Contemporary Trends
Cooperstown Summer Music Fest
Cornell Chamber Orchestra
Cornell Concert Series
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tioga
Cornell Orchestra
Cornell University
Cornell Wind Symphony
Cornell's Office of Faculty Development & Diversity
Corning Civic Music
Corning Incorporated Foundation
Corning Museum of Glass
Costello Wealth Management
Coughlin & Gerhart, LLP
Creative Threads
CSEA
Dan Smalls Presents
Dataflow Document Management & Digital Printing
Diane's Downtown Automotive
Double Tree by Hilton Binghamton
DoubleTree by Hilton Binghamton
Downtown Ithaca Alliance
EAC Montessori School
Earlville Opera House
Early Morning Farm
Early Owego Antique Center
Edible Arrangements
Edible Finger Lakes
Ellis Brothers Furniture
Emiria Corning Regional Airport
Endless Mountain Music Festival
Endless Mountains Visitors Bureau
ETM Solar Works
Eureka Camping Center
Excite Motorsports
Eye Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeons of CNY
Family & Children's Society
Family Planning of South Central New York
Fenimore Art Museum
Ferrer and Monaghan Vein & Aesthetic Center
Finger Lakes Chamber Ensemble
Finger Lakes Environmental Film Festival
Five Star Subaru
Floyd's Remi Alf
Fokine Ballet
Fontana Shoes
Foothills Performing Arts Center
Foster Custom Kitchens
Found In Ithaca
Franklin Stage Company
Fred Russell Corporation
Friends of the Tompkins County Library
Gallery 3.2.1.
Gateway Commons
Golden Artist Colors, Inc.
Goodwill Theatre
Grace Episcopal
Greater Binghamton Convention & Visitors Bureau
Green Toad Bookstore
Guthrie Healthcare System
Handwork
Harford Mills
Hartwick College
Hawkes Wealth Management
Hickey's Music Center Ithaca
Himam, Howard & Kattell, LLP
HOLT Architects
Home Green Home
Honest Brook Summer Music Festival
Hunt Engineers, Architects & Surveyors
Immaculate Conception School
Ithaca Bar
Ithaca Child
Ithaca Coffee Company
Ithaca College Gerontology
Ithaca College School of Music
Ithaca Community Chorus
Ithaca Shakespeare Company
Ithaca Tompkins Regional Airport
Ithaca Yacht Club
Jewelbox
Jim Rollo – State Farm Insurance
Johnson Graduate School of Management at Cornell
Johnson Launder & Savidge, LLP
Johnson Museum at Cornell
Johnson's Pools, Spas & Hearth
Just-A-Taste Wine and Tapas Bar
Kandal at Ithaca
Kitchen Theatre Company
KNOW Theatre
KUMON of Ithaca
Lee Gynecology & The Lee & Yum Foundation
Lesko Financial Services, Inc.
Levene Gouldin & Thompson, LLP
Little Delaware Youth Ensemble
Longview, an Ithaca Community Madrigal Choir
Mansfield University
Mansfield University
Mapes Auctioneers & Appraisers
Marc Rubin Associates
Marchuska Glass, LLC
Meccia Books
Mimi's Attic
Music on the Delaware
Music's Recreation
NBT Bank
Ninash Foundation
NYS Baroque
NYS Tobacco Free Partners
NYSEG
NYSUT
O'Connor Investments
O'Susannah's Quilts and Gifts
O.Orentia Concert Association
Orchestra of the Southern Finger Lakes
Otsego 2000 - Glitterglass Film Festival
Otsego Park Farms’ Market
OutForHealth.org
Oxford Veteran's Home
Pastimes Antiques, Inc.
Planned Parenthood of the Southern Finger Lakes
Positive LifeForce Fitness & Wellness Studio
Preferred Mutual
Pram Decision Systems
Puddleduckers
Purity Ice Cream
Rafael Grigorian Ballet
Rasa Spa
Readers Theatre of Ithaca
Remik's Grille and Oyster Bar
Renovus Energy
Retina-Vitreous Surgeons
Riverhouse
RiverRead Books
Rockwell Museum
Royal Chrysler Oneonta
Rural Health Network
Rynone Kitchen & Baths
Saltston Foundation
Savitch Agency
Sew Clever
Simmons-Rockwell
Six Mile Creek Vineyard
Skaneateles Festival
Snug Planet
Southern Tier Actors Read
Sundara Spa MD
SUNY Broome Continuing Education
SUNY Broome Theater Department
Suequannah Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
T C Solid Waste Management Division
Taimert Engineering
Tail Pines Fireplaces
Taylor Garbage Services
Terra Cotta Catering
Tetra Tech
The Artists' Palette
The Business Journal
The Cat's Pajamas
The Gaffney Foundation
The Iberdrola USA Foundation, Inc.
The McKinley
The Parson's Daughter
The Red Hen Café
The Smile Designers, PLC
Ti-Ahwaga Community Players
Tioga State Bank
Tobacco Free Partners
Tompkins County Chamber of Commerce
Tompkins Financial
Tompkins Trust Company
Tompkins Weekly
Travis Hyde Properties
Tri-Cities Opera
Triphammer Wines and Spirits
Trit超市ies City Management
Trumansburg Conservatory of Fine Arts
Upstate Office Furniture
Valley Dental Physicians
Vain & Laser Center
Vargason Technologies
VINES
Weichert, Realtors (Across Country Associates)
West End Gallery
West kortright Centre
Westfield Center at Cornell
Whole Animal VeterinaryGeriatrics & Hospice Services, PLLC
Whole In The Wall
Wild Birds Unlimited
Wladis Companies, Inc.
Zero Draught
Zyn Yoga